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The functions of prefrontal cortex remain enigmatic, especially for its anterior sectors, putatively ranging fromplanning to self-initiated
behavior, social cognition, task switching, and memory. A predominant current theory regarding the most anterior sector, the fronto-
polar cortex (FPC), is that it is involved in exploring alternative courses of action, but the detailed causal mechanisms remain unknown.
Here we investigated this issue using the lesion method, together with a novel model-based analysis. Eight patients with anterior
prefrontal brain lesions including the FPC performed a four-armed bandit task known from neuroimaging studies to activate the FPC.
Model-based analyses of learning demonstrated a selective deficit in the ability to extrapolate the most recent trend, despite an intact
general ability to learn from past rewards. Whereas both brain-damaged and healthy controls used comparisons between the two most
recent choice outcomes to infer trends that influenced their decision about the next choice, the group with anterior prefrontal lesions
showed a complete absence of this component and instead based their choice entirely on the cumulative reward history. Given that the
FPC is thought to be the most evolutionarily recent expansion of primate prefrontal cortex, we suggest that its function may reflect
uniquely human adaptations to select and update models of reward contingency in dynamic environments.
Introduction
Recent work has linkedmodels of reward-based decisionmaking
to anatomical substrates within the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Rel-
atively well established are the roles of ventromedial and orbital
PFC in encoding reward value and dorsolateral PFC in linking
rewards to cognitive control (Miller and Cohen, 2001), sup-
ported by functional imaging (O’Doherty et al., 2003; Wunder-
lich et al., 2009) and lesion data in humans (Bechara et al., 2000;
Fellows and Farah, 2005; Camille et al., 2011) and nonhuman
primates (Noonan et al., 2010; Walton et al., 2010). The fronto-
polar cortex (FPC; encompassing Brodmann’s area 10) has re-
mained more enigmatic, with contributions to planning, self-
directed behavior, social cognition, task-switching, memory,
attentional control (Ramnani and Owen, 2004; Koechlin and
Hyafil, 2007; Pollmann et al., 2007), and operant learning under
changing contingencies (Strange et al., 2001). Model-based neu-
roimaging has implicated the FPC in the exploration of unfamil-
iar options (Daw et al., 2006) and in tracking the value of
foregone options (Boorman et al., 2009). Though extremely in-
formative, neuroimaging addresses the contributions of the brain
to behavior indirectly. A direct demonstration requires evidence
from the focal disruption of normal brain function; thus, lesion
data give a vital complement to functional imaging. In humans,
damage to the anterior prefrontal cortex has been linked to im-
pairments of planning and decision making, pronounced in en-
vironments that demand the strategic allocation of attention to
multiple concurrent tasks (Koechlin et al., 1999; Burgess, 2000;
Dreher et al., 2008), yet it is not clear whether or how such effects
might relate to mechanisms of reward-based learning and decision
making.
To address this open question, we examined the behavior of
patients with damage to the anterior prefrontal cortex on a task
shown in a previous fMRI study to engage FPC. Participants
chose repeatedly among slot machines (bandits) with slowly
varying payoffs (Daw et al., 2006). In contrast to distinctly
reward-related responses in ventromedial PFC, Daw et al. (2006)
observed the activation of FPC when behavior deviated from
choices predicted by a simple reinforcement learning (RL)
model. Such deviations marked exploratory switching between
bandits, when subjects forewent the RL-predicted optimum to
examine other options. This finding implicates FPC in explor-
atory switching but leaves critical open questions, notably, how is
exploratory switching in this context to be understood computa-
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tionally?Does it require activity in FPC?We appliedmodel-based
analyses to the behavior of eight patients with lesions encompass-
ing FPC who were otherwise high functioning (group FP). We
compared their behavior with that of patients with lesions spar-
ing FPC and with comparison subjects who were neurologically
intact. In these two comparison groups and in the behavioral data
from participants in the earlier fMRI study, our analyses revealed
a previously overlooked source for deviations from an RLmodel:
a tendency to extrapolate short-term trends in payoffs from a
given bandit into the future. Yet patients with damage to the FPC
lacked this tendency. Thus, rather than a general disruption of
exploratory switching, our results support the interpretation that
impaired exploratory behavior may be linked to a specific abnor-
mality in extrapolating from short-term trends.
Materials andMethods
Participants
Participants were recruited from the Patient Registry of the Division of
Cognitive Neuroscience at the University of Iowa [frontopolar (FP) and
brain-damaged comparison (BDC) patients] or the local community
[normal comparison (NC) subjects] group (Table 1). Patients with le-
sions that included part or all of the FPC were assigned to the FP group
(n 8; six men, two women). In both lesion groups, only right-handed
subjects were included. In most cases, lesions in FP subjects were bilat-
eral, though their distributionwas predominantly right sided (see Fig. 2).
BDC subjects included any patients whose lesions did not encroach on
FPC (n  8; three men, five women). In seven BDC patients, lesions
affected the left- or right-sided temporal lobe (n 3, n 4, respectively);
in two, lesions included portions of the prefrontal cortex, extending to
the right (n 1) and left (n 1) frontal operculum. Lesion etiologies for
the two lesion groups included surgical resection for the treatment of
tumors (4 and 1, respectively, for FP and BDC groups), surgical resection
for the treatment of epilepsy (0 and 3), aneurysm (2 and 0), ischemic
stroke (0 and 2), vascular malformation (1 and 1), and abscess (1 and 0).
Lesions in the FP group were predominantly bilateral (n  7) with one
unilateral right lesion, whereas lesions in the BDC group were all unilat-
eral. Groups also differed with respect to lesion volume, with the FP
group having a larger average volume than the BDC group [mean (SD)
72.6 (36.6) cm3 and 23.3 (8.6) cm3, respectively; p  0.001, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test]. All patients were tested during the chronic phase of
recovery, at least 6 months after the lesion was first noted. Full-scale IQ
(FS-IQ) scores did not differ significantly between the NC and lesion
groups (Kruskal–Wallis test, p  0.1614), nor did age (Kruskal–Wallis
test, p 0.3432).
Healthy comparison subjects (n  14; four men, 10 women) were
recruited from the community. FS-IQ scores for NC subjects [estimated
from the abbreviatedWechsler Adult Intelligence Test III (WAIS-III) for
5 subjects and otherwise the National Adult Reading Test or reading
subtest of the Wide Ranging Achievement Test Revised (WRAT-R)] did
not differ significantly from those for lesion groups (from the full
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale) [mean (SD): 110.0 (7.0), 103.1 (7.0),
and 110.8 (19.1) for NC, FP, and BDC, respectively; Kruskal–Wallis test,
p 0.14]. The groups did not differ significantly in age [mean (SD) 53.2
(10.4), 44.8 (18.2), 52.4 (15.3) years; Kruskal–Wallis test, p 0.32].
Fiveadditional lesionpatientswere testedandexcluded fromfurtheranal-
ysis. One subject was excluded because of visual impairment, which made
her unable to complete the task.One patient had difficulty remaining awake
during the task, which resulted in a high proportion (12.7%) of missed
response windows. The third subject was excluded because the involvement
of FPC could not be determined with certainty from available CT images.
Two patients were excluded because they were not right handed.
Task
We used a simple economic decision task known as a four-armed bandit
task, which required subjects to choose from among four slot machines
(bandits) whose payoffs varied independently of each other over time
according to a constrained Gaussian random walk. Subjects were free to
select any of the bandits at each trial, with the value of the choice outcome
revealed for only the single chosen bandit. Subjects were asked to per-
form the task to win as many points as possible. After receiving instruc-
tion, they were allowed a practice run that continued until they felt they
understood the task. All procedures were approved by the Biomedical
Institutional Review Board of the University of Iowa.
Task parameters were identical to those described by Daw et al. (2006)
except that the response period was extended to 3 s. Stimuli were presented
on a 21 inch CRT monitor at a distance of 107 cm. On each trial, subjects
were presented with four differently colored bandits at each of the screen
quadrants.On selection, each bandit returned a positive rewardwhose value
ranged between 0 and 100. Payoff varied according to a slowly drifting pseu-
dorandom walk, fixed across subjects, with added Gaussian noise, different
across subjects, of constant SD (Fig. 2, inset). Subjects were instructed to
select the bandit they expected would yield the greatest reward. The experi-
mental session began with instructions and a practice session until the par-
ticipant understood the task. Bandits retained the same color and position
throughout the experiment. Subjects completed two blocks of 150 trials
each;however, becauseof a technical error, datawereobtained fromonly the
first block in two of the eight subjects in the FP group. The reported findings
were robust to exclusion of the second block across all subjects and, hence,
could not be attributed to this omission.
Choice models
Subjects’ choiceswere assumed to depend on the history of payoffs returned
byeachbandit and thehistoryof chosenbandits.Thegoalofouranalysiswas
to reveal the properties of the stochastic function, which relates choice
outcome history to selection probability using sets of assumptions that are
neither overly restrictive nor underconstrained given the data. To first char-
acterizethisrelationshipdescriptivelywhilemakingonlyrelativelyweakassump-
tions about its form, we initially fit a generalized linear model to examine the
overall pattern of statistical dependencies between payoffs and choice (Lau and
Glimcher, 2005), and used this tomotivate and verify the basic form of amore
structurally constrained “model-based” approach that assumes a particular pa-
rameterized valuation algorithm. In particular, for the latter we assumed that
subjects’ responses obeyed a standard RL process but augmented this with an
additional component comparedwith previousmodels.
Conditional logit model
For descriptive modeling, we applied conditional logit regression to
characterize subjects’ choices in terms of the rewards received previously.
This procedure generalizes logistic regression to multinomial dependent
variables (here, choice of one of four bandits) by modeling the condi-
tional log odds ratio of events as linear in the inputs (McFadden, 1974).
The regression has the form
pat  i 
exp(wxi,t)
jexp(wxj,t)
(1)
where at is the choice at time t, w is a vector of regression weights,
common between all bandits i 1,2,3,4, and xi,t is a vector of bandit-
specific explanatory variables for bandit i at time t. This consists of the
payoffs received for the most recent five choices of that bandit and an
indicator variable that takes the value 1 if iwas the most recently selected
bandit and 0 if it was otherwise.
Reinforcement learning model for valuation
RLmodels, which include temporal difference (TD) learning, are widely
applied in characterizing the value computations underlying reward
Table 1. Participant data
Group Gender Age (years) Ed VIQ PIQ FS-IQ
FPC 6 M/2 F 52 (15) 14 (3.4) 114 (20) 105 (19) 111 (19)
BDC 3 M/5 F 45 (18) 14 (2) 100 (8) 106 (8) 103 (7)
NC 4 M/10 F 53 (10) 16 (1.8) 110 (10) 108 (8) 110 (8)
Values age given as mean (SD). All participants were fully right handed. M, Male; F, female; VIQ, verbal IQ; PIQ,
performance IQ. IQ data were obtained from theWAIS-III (FP, BDC) or estimated from the NART, WRAT-R or abbre-
viated WAIS-III (NC). Ed, Years of education.
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learning (Sutton, 1988). Here, we used the form of the model from
Scho¨nberg et al. (2007), which is a slightly simplified form of the Kalman
filter model used by Daw et al. (2006).
The algorithm learns a value Vti for each bandit i, which is updated
whenever i is chosen by Vt1i  Vti  t. Here, the prediction
error t  rt  Vti is the difference between the predicted reward
Vt,i and the obtained reward rt. If bandit i is not chosen on trial t, then
Vt1i  Vti.
By iteratively substituting the update rule within itself, it is easy to
verify that this procedure estimates Vti as an exponentially weighted
average over rewards received for previous choices of the bandit, specif-
ically as k1  k	1rk, where rk is the reward received for the kth
most recent choice of the bandit. Thus, the RL model constrains weights
to follow an exponential decay as a function of selection lag (Lau and
Glimcher, 2005). The adequacy of fit of the RLmodel can be evaluated by
comparing these weights with weights directly fit in the conditional logit
model, which are not similarly constrained.
Recent selection term. Tomodel any autocorrelation in the choices not
explained by the rewards, we included a dependence on recency of selec-
tion. The corresponding term increments each time a given option is
chosen and otherwise decays geometrically:
Ct1i   kCti  1, if at  ikCti, otherwise (2)
This term models the tendency to either persevere or switch in the
selection of recently selected bandits, regardless of payoff.
Lag difference term. To account for negative weighting on the penulti-
mate payoff observed in NC subjects (see Fig. 3), we augmented the
model that included RL and recent selection terms with a term that
models the effect of recent trend in the payoffs on the preference for
any bandit. Short-term trend is incorporated in the model as the
difference between the two most recent payoffs [lag difference (LD)]
that is, Dti  rk  rk1, where rk and rk1 denote the last two
rewards received on bandit i. Note that in terms of the unconstrained
conditional logit model of Equation 1, this term assigns regression
weights of 1 and 	1, on the lag-1 and lag-2 rewards, respectively; the
weighted sum of this term in combination with the TD value learning
component (Eq. 3, below) predicts that the regression weights on the
reward history should decay exponentially, except with extra positive (or
negative) weight on the most recent reward, and an equal amount of
extra negative (or positive) weight on the second most recent reward.
When the lag difference term is sufficiently large, relative to the RL term,
weighting on the penultimate term may become negative.
Choice probability.Weused a softmaxmodel to relate the value, recent
selection, and lag-difference terms to the choices:
Pat  i 
expVVti  CCti  DDti
jexpVVt j  CCt j  DDti
(3)
Here, the inverse temperature parameters V, C, and D weight the
contribution of the three terms to the choices and determine the degree
of stochasticity in the choices.
Conditional on learning rate, , this equation can also be viewed as a
case of the conditional logit model of Equation 1, in which the value,
recent selection, and lag difference terms are explanatory variables and
their temperature parameters play the role of the weights w. Moreover,
because the value and lag difference terms are themselves just linear
combinations of past rewards, these combinations scaled by V and D
imply equivalent weightings for the explanatory variables (lagged re-
wards) in the conditional logit model (see Fig. 4).
Model fitting
For both models, maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters
were obtained for each subject using a nonlinear function optimization
algorithm implemented in theMatLab (MathWorks) optimization tool-
box. The quantity optimized was the log likelihood over all the choices
(the logs of the probabilities given by Equation 1 or for the subject’s
choice summed over all trials t). We worked out, for each subject, the
reward history weights, equivalent to the regression weights for the con-
ditional logit model of Equation 1, that are implied by the best-fitting
parameters for the components of the RL model.
We also fit the RL model under the restriction D  0, which is
equivalent to a standard RL model without the lag difference term. We
used likelihood ratio tests to assess statisticallywhether any improvement
in model fit due to the inclusion (vs exclusion) of the lag difference term
was expected due to chance and overfitting, taking into account the
additional free parameters (one d per subject) included in the full
model. Specifically, under the null hypothesis of D  0, twice the
difference of best-fit log likelihoods between the nested RL and RLLD
models asymptotically follows a  2 distribution with 1 df per parameter,
providing a statistical test (likelihood ratio test) of the contribution of the
LD term (McCullagh andNelder, 1999). To test the full RLmodel against
the version lacking the lag difference component within each group, we
used this likelihood ratio test on the likelihoods for the choices under
either model, aggregated over all members of the group, with degrees of
freedom equal to the number of members in the group. This treats the
identity of the best-fitting model (but not the underlying parameters) as
a fixed effect within the group (Daw, 2011)
To avoid local optima in fitting the nonlinear RL models, the search
was repeated for 500 randomly chosen starting points. We constrained
the learning rate parameter  to lie between 0 and 2 (because 1  2,
though senseless as a learning rate parameter, may allow the RL model
without the lag difference component to reproduce the effect of a nega-
tive weighting on the penultimate reward), and the decay parameter k to
lie between	1 and 1. The parameter fits nevertheless did not fall outside
the expected range of (0, 1) in any instance.
To evaluate the significance of between-group differences in light of
across-subject (within group) variation in the estimated parameters,
nonparametric tests—the Kruskal–Wallis test, rank-sum, and sign-rank
tests—were applied to the parameter estimates across subjects. This
treats the individual parameters as random effects instantiated once per
subject and tests group level variation in these effects using a nonpara-
metric variant of the summary statistics procedure (Holmes and Friston,
1998). Table 2 provides a summary of the estimated parameters for the
RLLD model. RLLD fits are shown (see Fig. 4).
Analysis of reward trends on stay and switch trials. Mean difference
between the lag-1 and lag-2 trials was computed for the previously se-
lected bandit (chosen on the lag-1 trial) separately for trials in which the
same bandit was reselected (stay trials) and trials in which a new bandit
was chosen (switch trials). For switch trials, the mean trend was also
computed for the selected bandit. To examine the association between
response type (stay vs switch) and mean trend and the interaction with
groups, we applied repeated-measures ANOVA to the means computed
for each subject, taking trial type and group as factors. Degrees of free-
dom for the ANOVA were adjusted for deviations from the assumption
of sphericity using the Greenhouse–Geisser correction. Parametric tests
were used in this case because equivalent nonparametric repeated mea-
sures methods were not available.
MANCOVA and ANCOVA. BDC and FP groups were not matched
with respect to lesion volume or lateralization, which leaves these as
possible confounding factors. A difference of lesion volume, in particu-
lar, may raise the concern of uncontrolled-for effects. To address this
concern, we applied two multivariate ANCOVAs that separately in-
cluded lesion volume and lateralization index, in addition to subject
group, as continuous explanatory variables. Lateralization index was
computed as the absolute value of the ratio of the difference between
volumes in the right and left hemispheres over total volume, and lesion
Table 2. Parameters for the RLLDmodel
Parameter Description FPC BDC NC
V RL inverse temperature 0.33 (0.36) 0.53 (0.38) 0.45 (0.39)
 RL learning rate 0.52 (0.46) 0.35 (0.48) 0.43 (0.45)
C Recency inverse temperature 0.75 (1.1) 0.66 (0.89) 0.63 (1.31)
 Recency decay 0.40 (0.34) 0.14 (0.55) 0.42 (0.39)
D Lag difference 	0.008 (0.015) 0.034 (0.026) 0.026 (0.023)
Mean (SD) is shown for parameter values within each participant group.
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volume was computed as a percentage of total brain volume in the tem-
plate space. Thesemodels assume that individual parameter estimates are
drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution, whose mean is a linear
functionof a group indicator variable andother continuous regressors. Both
univariate ANCOVAs, focusing on the effect in the LDparameter, andmul-
tivariate ANCOVAs (MANCOVAs) were performed to evaluate any possi-
ble contributions of volume and lateralization to the observed effects.
Simulation
To establish baselines against which to compare participant perfor-
mance, we simulated 10,000 runs from a maximally efficient theoretical
observerwhowouldweight past outcomes optimally given the class of RL
learning models used here and 10,000 runs from a theoretical observer
who chose randomly. The efficient observer behaved according to a
reinforcement learning model whose learning rate and inverse tempera-
ture parameters were chosen by using separate simulations to maximize
expected returns given the drift and noise variance of the generating
model. The random observer chose randomly from all four bandits with
equal probability and independently of all past rewards and choices.Over
the 10,000 runs, the random observer average per trial earning fell within
a 95% CI of 45.9–49.0. For the efficient observer, using optimized pa-
rameters (  0.25,   0.41), the 95% CI for average payoff was
58.3–62.5.
Results
Task and overall performance
Participants performed a four-armed bandit task, which re-
quired them to choose repeatedly from one of four slot machines
to win money (Fig. 1). A key feature of the task is that the payoff
contingencies associated with each of the slot machines varied ran-
domly, independently, and slowly over time, normally motivating
players tomonitor and compare past outcomes to determine which
option would be best at present.
We tested eight participants selected
from the patient registry of the University
of Iowa Division of Behavioral Neurology
and Cognitive Neuroscience, whose brain
lesions compromised the FPC (FP group)
(Fig. 2). Although patients were selected
for FPC damage, in every case lesions also
extended into other sectors of the anterior
and medial prefrontal cortex. The FP
group performed at an overall level com-
parable to that of BDC and healthy NC
subjects. Groups did not differ in the pro-
portion of trials in which responses
switched from one bandit to another for
NC, BDC, and FP, respectively (0.39, 0.41,
and 0.38; Kruskal–Wallis test, p  0.58),
in mean reward earned per trial (57.1,
58.6, and 57.7 points; p 0.49), or in me-
dian reaction time (642, 486, and 587 ms;
F(2,29)  1.36, p  0.27; Kruskal–Wallis
test, p 0.09). All groups performed sub-
stantially better than chance (95% CI for
the random observer in simulations:
45.9–49.0) on average, though two par-
ticipants performed in the chance range,
one in group NC (average reward, 47.7)
and one in group BDC (average reward,
48.4). Average performance for all groups
approached the lower margin of a sim-
ulated observer using an RL model with
parameters optimized to maximize
earnings, for which average payoff
ranged from 58.3 to 62.5.
Choice analysis
To understand how participants learned from rewards, we studied
the trial-by-trial dependence of choices on recent rewards. To verify
first the general form of this dependence, while making relatively
weak assumptions about it, we used a conditional logit regression to
predict choices by arbitrarily weighted sums of recent rewards (Lau
and Glimcher, 2005). We compared the weights on lagged rewards
obtained fromthis regressionanalysiswith thosepredictedbya stan-
dard RL model. RL models estimate the value of an option as an
exponentially weighted average of past rewards and so predict that
past reward on an option should encourage choosing it again, with
an effect that declines monotonically over trials and is everywhere
positive. The Kalman filter model, which was used to characterize
choices and BOLD activity in the previous fMRI study (Daw et al.,
2006)and fromwhich theRLmodel follows ina limitingcase,makes
an analogous prediction.
However, choices in the present dataset were qualitatively
contrary to this standard modeling assumption. Instead, for
the NC group, the second most recent (lag-2) reward on an
option actually discouraged choosing it (negative coefficient;
sign-rank test, p  0.025 uncorrected) (Fig. 3). A negative
lag-2 weight can be explained if participants assumed that
short-term trends in the payoffs predict future rewards be-
cause trend inferred from the difference between the two most
recent rewards contributes a negative term to the total lag-2
weight. In general, sensitivity to short-term trend should cre-
ate a positive deviation from the RL model prediction in the
lag-1 weight and a negative deviation in the lag-2 weight,
which may still remain positive.
Figure 1. Experimental task. Participants chose from among four differently colored bandits, which yielded a positive reward
between 0 and 100. Payoff varied according to a slowly drifting pseudorandomwalk, fixed across subjects (inset, solid line), with
added Gaussian noise, different across subjects, of constant SD (inset, shaded region).
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We therefore considered whether sub-
jects allowed the reward trend to influence
their choices. Accordingly, we characterized
their behavior using a two-component
model composed of the sum of a standard
RL model that averages past rewards (but
cannot track trends) with a trend-
extrapolating component (lag difference)
(Fig. 4). For the reward-averaging compo-
nent, we used theRLmodel, which captures
the essential structure of this sort of learning
with fewer free parameters than theKalman
filter. The lag difference componentmodels
the effect of the short-term trend in the pay-
offs on the preference for any slot machine,
given by the difference between the last two
payoffs for that slotmachine (driving anop-
tion’snet valueupordownforan increasing
oradecreasingpayoff). For thegroupswith-
out FPC damage, the two-component
model provided a better description of
choices than the standard RL model alone.
The likelihood ratio test evaluates whether
the improvement in fit was expected un-
der chance due to the additional free pa-
rameters (NC group: p  0.001, df  14;
BDC group: p  0.001, df  8), whereas
the null hypothesis was not rejected for
the FP group (p 0.12, df 8).
Having characterized subjects’ choices
with this two-component model, we used
the best-fitting estimates of the model’s
free parameters to examine differences
between groups in the contributions of
these components to behavior. The mod-
el’s two additive reward-driven effects are
governed by three parameters: a learning
rate parameter (for the RL component)
and two “inverse temperature” parame-
ters, which represent the strengths of the
RL-learned values and the short-term
trend (from the lag difference compo-
nent) in driving choices. To capture resid-
ual autocorrelation in the choices (Lau
and Glimcher, 2005), an additional term
with two further free parameters modeled
the tendency to persist or switch in the
selection of recently chosen bandits (recency effect) as an expo-
nentially decaying weight on the indicator for recent selections.
FP subjects were normal with respect to all components of the
model except trend extrapolation. Specifically, there were no
group differences for either the RL inverse temperature or the
learning parameters (F(2,27)  0.284, p  0.755 and F(2,27) 
0.577, p  0.568; Kruskal–Wallis test, p  0.55 and p  0.56,
respectively) or in the twoparametersmodeling the recency effect
(Table 2). This is a notable negative result because the RL
inverse temperature parameter controls the degree of random
“exploration” in choices and might thus have been hypothesized
on the basis of the fMRI study to have been higher (less explor-
atory) in the FP group. (Conversely, if behavior were nonspecifi-
cally impaired and thus more random in either patient group,
this inverse temperature would be expected to be reduced.) Dif-
ferences were instead observed in the lag difference parameter,
which was positive in the NC and BDC groups (t  4.43, p 
0.004 and t  4.39, p  0.005; Wilcoxon rank-sum, p  0.0023
and p 0.016, respectively, Bonferroni corrected) but nonsignif-
icant in the FP group (t	1.01, p 0.16; rank-sum, p 0.31).
Importantly, the group effect for the lag differencewas significant
(F(2,27)  8.6, p  0.005, Bonferroni corrected; Kruskal–Wallis
test, p  0.009, corrected) with significant post hoc differences
between FP and NC and between FP and BDC (t  	3.47, p 
0.005 and t	3.8201, p 0.002; Kruskal–Wallis test, p 0.01,
respectively, corrected with Tukey’s HSD) but not between NC
and BDC (p 0.412, uncorrected). Thus, FP subjects showed a
selective absence of a single component of choice behavior: trend
extrapolation.
Reward trends on stay and switch trials
Next, we looked at the patterns of raw stay and switch behavior to
seek evidence for group differences in choice patterns consistent
Figure2. Lesion overlap in the FP group. Lesionswere predominantly right sided and included cortex andwhitematter outside
the FPC; all but one patient had bilateral involvement.
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with the model fits. To better understand the dependence on
trend vis-a`-vis the decision to continue selecting the same bandit
or to switch, we adopted a simpler, relatively unrestrictive analy-
sis of average change in reward (
reward). Average change was
computed for the bandits chosen at lag-1 and lag-2 on trials in
which the previous choicewas repeated (stay trials) and on switch
trials in which a new bandit was selected (Fig. 5). This analysis by
itself cannot demonstrate trend following because RL valuation
is correlated with trend even in the absence of any contribution
from the LD term, but it may provide insight into differences of
behavior during stay and switch trials. Repeated-measures
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of trial type (switch vs stay)
(F(1.56,42.8) 35.0, p 0.001) and an in-
teraction between trial type and group
(F(3.17,42.83)  2.8, p  0.046). Mean

reward for the previously selected bandit
on switch trialswasnegative (mean	1.9,
SD 1.2; F(1,27) 59.8, p 0.001) with a
nonsignificant interaction with group
(F(2,27)1.5,p0.24).For stay trials,mean
differencewas positive (mean 0.92, SD
0.87; F(1,27) 30.6, p 0.001)with a signif-
icant interaction with group (F(2,27) 3.13;
p 0.02). For the chosen bandit, no signif-
icant difference was observed in the inter-
cept of mean 
reward (F(1,27)  0.08; p 
0.775), although there was amarginal inter-
actionwith group (F(2,27) 2.95; p 0.07).
During stay trials, groupFPhad lowermean

reward for the lag-1-selected bandit than
did comparison groups (NC: t  	2.46,
p0.02, uncorrected;BDC: t	1.70,p
0.10, uncorrected) and a marginally less
negative mean difference for the switch tri-
als (NC: t 1.65, p 0.112; BDC: t 1.40,
p0.173).These results andtrendsarecon-
sistent with the suggestion from the model
fits that group FP showed a differential sen-
sitivity to trend from the control groups, re-
sulting in a different pattern of switching.
Gender differences
The lesion and comparison groups were not
matched in gender ratio; more men were in
theFPgroup than in theBDCandNCgroups
(Table1).Toverifythatthesedifferencescould
not account for our observation, we per-
formed statistical tests on gender differences
within the NC, BDC, and pooled NC plus
BDC groups. None of the parameters in the
RLLD model showed significant gender-
related effects (minimum, p  0.13). How-
ever, without correcting for multiple
comparisons, inthelagweightsfromthelinear
conditional logitmodelagendereffectwasob-
servedon the lag-2weight (uncorrected rank-
sum, p  0.024 and p  0.041 for NC and
NCBDC, respectively). Mean lag-2 weight
was lower for men (	2.16  1.7) than for
women (	0.6 0.85) in the NC group. Al-
though this analysis did not correct formulti-
ple comparisons, it raises the possibility of a
genderdifference in theweightingofpastpay-
offs and is suggestive of a greater tendency to extrapolate trends among
menthanamongwomen.Suchaneffect,however,didnot reachsignif-
icance in the lag difference parameter of the RLLDmodel.More im-
portant, a gender effect of this sort opposes the observed difference
betweenFPandcomparisonsubjects;wefoundthatFPsubjectsshowed
morepositiveweightingof the lag-2payoff; the greater relative number
ofmen in the FP group therefore cannot explain the effect of group.
Dependence on lesion volume and lateralization
An unavoidable limitation of lesion studies of the present size is
that lesion comparison groups may not be matched with respect
to etiology, volume, lateralization, or other characteristics, many
Figure 3. Conditional logit (CL) model. Weights in the CL model show the influence of past reward on selection probability,
where the choice value of each bandit is given by aweighted sumover recent payoffs from the bandit. Significance levels under the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test (H0, zero median) or Kruskal–Wallis tests (H0, equal medians) are indicated (*p 0.01, otherwise as
shown for p 0.05 ). Significant group effects are shown (horizontal bar).
Figure4. Separate additive contributions of RL andLD terms toweighingof payoffs as a functionof selection lag for eachgroup.
Points represent individual fits, and lines indicatemedian weighting across individuals. Top, RL weighting. Middle, LDweighting.
Bottom, Sum RLLD weighting. Note the absence of a contribution of the LD term in group FP. Results do not change with the
exclusion of the outlier in group FP.
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of which generally covary with lesion location. Of particular con-
cern in the present case are the notable differences in lesion vol-
ume and lateralization between groups, with the FP group having
on average larger and more bilateral lesions. We addressed these
differences as possible explanations for the group effects observed
on our task by performing two MANCOVAs with lesion volume
and lateralization as continuous covariates. Because each covari-
ate adds five parameters to the model, we examined them sepa-
rately to avoid excessivemodel parameterization and consequent
loss of power.
Group differences in the LD parameter remained significant
after inclusion of the lesion lateralization index (F(2,26)  8.24,
p  0.002, uncorrected). The contrasts among group means
showed the lag difference parameter for both the NC and the
BDC groups to be greater than for the FP group (p 0.055, p
0.021, respectively, uncorrected,). No interactions with lateral-
ization approached significance (p 0.2). The partial effect size
for the LD parameter was partial 	2 0.38.
With lesion volume as a covariate, the group effect in the LD
parameter remained marginally significant (F(2,26)  2.9; p 
0.071, uncorrected). The contrast between group means for NC
and FP no longer reached significance (p  0.24) but remained
significant for BDC versus NC (p 0.036). No interaction with
lesion volume approached significance (p  0.2). The partial
effect size for the LD parameter was partial 	2 0.18.
Reanalysis of behavioral data
Interpretation of the present results may depend and bear on the
fMRI findings of Daw et al. (2006), who used the same task. In
considering this relationship, it is important to examine whether
the behavior between the groups is comparable because the 2006
study was performed under different conditions (during fMRI
scanning; tighter response deadlines) and drew on a subject pop-
ulation [previously reported normal comparison group (PNC);
n  14] that differed in a number of respects from the present
one, notably in age and nationality. Accordingly, we repeated the
same RL model fits and nonparametric analyses as described in
the previous sections on the behavioral data from the earlier
study. This analysis confirmed that the mean and median LD
parameters exceeded zero for group PNC (F(1,19)  5.5, p 
0.030; signed-rank test, p  0.029), implying trend following
similar to the comparison groups in the present study. Although
direct cross-study comparison between the two groups must be
treated with caution for the reasons mentioned, the LD parame-
ter for PNC did not differ significantly from that for the NC
group (t  	1.50, p  0.18, uncorrected; Wilcoxon rank-sum,
p  0.14, uncorrected), though it was significantly lower than
that for BDC (t	2.13; p 0.040, uncorrected; rank-sum, p
0.069). Finally, the median LD for PNC significantly exceeded
that for FP (t  2.26, p  0.029, uncorrected; rank-sum, p 
0.043), in line with other comparison groups.
We confirmed that choices identified as exploratory ac-
cording to the RL model (similar to the model from the earlier
study) occurred predominantly on switch trials (average corre-
lation between exploration and switching within PNC: M  0.53,
SD 0.34); that is, trials that deviated from the RL prediction were
more likely to be switch trials. We also observed that difference of
lag-1 and lag-2 rewards correlated significantly with exploratory
choices (F(21.8,1.6)  5.2, p  0.01). Mean difference for the most
recently selected bandit was negative on exploratory trials (M 
	1.00, SD  0.35; p  0.01, uncorrected) and positive on greedy
(nonexploratory) trials (M  0.31, SD  0.11; p  0.035, uncor-
rected). For the chosenbandit on exploratory trials,meandifference
was marginally negative (M	0.83, SD 0.35; p 0.08).
Discussion
With the present results, we identify a computationally specific
origin for choices in changing environments that deviate from
the predictions of a standard reinforcement learning model. We
trace this component to anterior sectors of the prefrontal cortex.
Using complementary model-based and less restrictive descrip-
tive analyses, we examined the dependence of choices on reward
history, isolating distinct components of the dependence and
comparing them across lesion and nonlesion groups. We found
that patients with FPC lesions were not grossly impaired in over-
all task performance and, contrary to our original hypothesis,
that they did not show any general impairment in exploratory
switching. Instead, we isolated a specific component of reward
learning that normally guided responses in both comparison
groups: participants in both lesion and healthy comparison
groups tended to extrapolate the short-term trend in recent pay-
offs to predict future outcomes.
Although other aspects of reward learning and choice were
indistinguishable from comparison groups, the frontopolar
group behavior was not influenced by reward trend. This obser-
vation led us to refine the original hypothesis on the contribution
of FPC to exploratory switching, assigning it a more specific role
in the extrapolation of trends based on the recent history of re-
wards. Given that a chief effect of trend extrapolation on choices
in the present task is to drive them away from a favored bandit
whose value drops, this role, though unexpected, is highly con-
sistent with the findings of a previous report of FPC activation
during exploratory choices, operationalized there as deviations
from an RL model that did not account for trend extrapolation
(Daw et al., 2006). Indeed, the present findings (particularly
given our demonstration here of the same trend-tracking behav-
ior, previously undetected in the earlier dataset) may shed light
on a question left unanswered by the way in which exploration
was operationalized (in the negative, as otherwise unexplained
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Figure 5. Mean change in reward (difference between the lag-1 and lag-2 payoffs,

reward) for stay and switch trials. Mean change is shown for trials in which the same choice
was repeated (stay trials) and inwhich anewbanditwas chosen (switch trials). For switch trials,

reward is shown both for the selected bandit (switch, lag-0 choice) and for the previously
selected bandit (switch, lag-1 choice). Significance of group effects in each category is indicated
with uncorrected p values. Overall significance for the group effect was p 0.046 (repeated-
measures ANOVA).
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behavior) in the original study by Daw et al. (2006): what com-
putation or events triggered the exploratory behavior associated
with frontopolar activation?
Although the previous imaging study (Daw et al., 2006) mo-
tivated us to focus on a very specific anatomical hypothesis about
FPC, the lesion overlap in the present study does not provide a
unique anatomical specificity due to the nature of the lesions. In
all cases, lesions in the FP group extended to neighboring areas
and subjacent white matter. Thus, though they address the orig-
inal hypothesis, in themselves the lesion data are not sufficient to
unambiguously connect the deficit we observed to FPC. Conse-
quently, it remains unclear to what extent the present results can
be attributed to damage within the FPC in isolation or to a larger
network of anterior and ventral prefrontal cortices with which
the FPC is interconnected. As with all studies of human lesions,
the findings should be taken as demonstrating a clear dissociation
among processes, but future studies will be required possibly
using experimental lesions in animals to determine the precise
neuroanatomical substrates. Lesions of FPC, in particular, fre-
quently extend to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and vice
versa. Few, if any, lesion studies to date appear to have sufficient
specificity and power to convincingly distinguish separate con-
tributions of these neighboring sectors (Shallice and Burgess,
1991; Bechara et al., 1994; Burgess et al., 2000; Fellows and Farah,
2005; Pollmann et al., 2007). Thus, anatomical conclusions re-
garding FPC in humans are most strongly supported by the con-
vergence of functional imaging and lesion data, with the former
honing the anatomical specificity of the latter (Pollmann et al.,
2007). The success of such a synthetic approach also depends on
accurately distinguishing the primitive operations underlying the
behavioral process by way of computational or structural model-
ing (Burgess et al., 2000).
Linking the present result back to more general cognitive
mechanisms, the ability to extrapolate trends from sequential
data likely requires processes for manipulating multiple separate
representations (in this instance, of current and previous re-
wards) beyond those required by reinforcement learning. Such
processes may be related to other functions associated with FPC,
including integrating the outcomes of multiple cognitive events
(Ramnani and Owen, 2004), decisions and their outcomes (Tsu-
jimoto et al., 2010), and chosen and foregone option values
(Boorman et al., 2009). All this is generally consistent with an
emerging consensus implicating FPC inmaintaining goal-related
information and in initiating new behavioral sequences when
competing courses of action must be evaluated concurrently
(Koechlin et al., 1999; Boorman et al., 2009). Nevertheless, find-
ing a more precise unifying model of the functions of FPC re-
mains an open problem. It does not seem that other putative
functions of FPC previously reported can be directly related to
trend following, nor does the present result bear a clear-cut rela-
tionship with models of task switching. It may align more closely
with work that implicates FPC in the comparison of sequential
outcomes in the context of change detection (Pollmann et al.,
2007; Pollmann and Manginelli, 2009) or encoding of responses
when future responses depend on past responses (Tsujimoto et
al., 2010).
In particular, the trend following component we introduce
here departs from the suggestion of previous work using a similar
task (Boorman et al., 2009) in that it operates on the valuation of
the chosen bandit in a manner that does not depend on the value
of the foregone bandits. One way to encompass these varying
results within broader themes from the literature is to suggest that
FPC more generally participates in complex causal or probabilistic
modeling that demands attending to, encoding, updating, and com-
paring specific pieces of information in the environment beyond
those required by a simple reinforcement learning process. In par-
ticular, a number of studies point to the importance of FPC inmod-
ulating attention to both externally presented and internally
maintained information (Burgess et al., 2007; Pollmannet al., 2007).
A function consistent with these observations would place FPC in
the role of selecting the appropriate model for a given environment
and directing other cognitive resources toward information re-
quired to implement themodel; the details of its involvementwould
then depend on task by way of the particular models a task induces.
There are a number of other possible ways in which FPC might
contribute to such a function, such as by encoding the needed addi-
tional information on past outcomes or by comparing outcomes
againstmodelpredictions.Furtherworkwill be required todelineate
more clearly the necessary role of the FPC in each of these
possibilities.
Finally, healthy participants extrapolated recent trends de-
spite the fact that such trends have no predictive value for a
momentumless random walk of the type we used to generate
payoffs. (That is, because the payoffs diffused at each step by
independent identically distributed noise, the change in payoff at
one point is not predictive of later change.) Extrapolating the
trend, therefore, was in principle a suboptimal strategy in the
present study, though due to the noisy nature of the payoffs the
consequent decrease of earnings is negligible here. Although our
results leave open whether the differences between groups would
remain when trend following is advantageous or more overtly
disadvantageous, they imply a role for FPC in inappropriate
trend following. If FPC does operate in selecting the relevant
model for a given environment, it should play an important role
in generating behavioral biases, which arise from model misap-
plication. Such biases can be consequential; for example, a similar
bias has been observed in the valuation of stocks, in which people
are often prone to extrapolate trends even when those are irrele-
vant to future prediction, potentially affecting the valuation of
wholemarkets (Barberis et al., 1998). Although such an effect was
not observed here, this raises the possibility that patients with
FPC lesions could outperform healthy subjects under some cir-
cumstances, as has been observed with ventromedial PFC lesions
on some tasks of reward-based decision making (Shiv et al.,
2005). Understanding the neural origins of such biases will be
important for anticipating them and addressing their conse-
quences. Nevertheless, they must be adaptive under some cir-
cumstances given the disproportionate expansion of the FPC in
human evolution since divergence from other hominoids (Se-
mendeferi et al., 2001; Amati and Shallice, 2007). In general,
trend extrapolation is predictive when change unfolds in a man-
ner that is relatively consistent from timestep to timestep (e.g.,
thewaxing andwaning of vegetationwith the seasons). It remains
an intriguing challenge to identify more precisely the adaptive
pressures that might have favored such biases and their relation-
ship to uniquely human aspects of cognition.
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